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International Women Day Celebrations, 8th March 2022 

International Women’s Day (IWD), celebrated every year on 8th March. It is a significance of social,  

economic, cultural and political accomplishment of women. The day also implies an act to accelerate 

gender uniformity. 

Sachdeva College of Pharmacy also celebrated IWD on 8th March, 2022 as a part of which different 

games, activities and a motivational lecture were organized to motivate and increase confidence of female 

students as well as faculty members. 

This year the theme for International Women’S Day was “Break the Bias-Gender equality today for 

Sustainable Tomorrow”. Students have presented beautiful posters in accordance to this theme. 

The Schedule: The day started with the great, jubilant response of all the female professors and students.  

The celebrations started in the afternoon. It began with the “lamp lightning” done by a Female Faculty 

members and a “Saraswati Vandana” was chanted “ Chanting the Saraswati Vandana mantra is believed to 

remove all the obstacles to success in one's education and career." . Later, a short informative speech was 

given by Mrs.Meenakshi Rana (Asst. Prof) on the emergence of IWD and followed by a speech by 

Dr.Vandana Kharb (HOD). Stage was handled by students of  B.Pharmacy 4th semester (Yugum and 

Palak). A beautiful classical “Kathak Dance” on “Devi Stuti(Durga)” was performed by Ms. Varsha nd 

Ms.Satvir, students of B. Pharm. 4th sem. After that students performed various activities like Dance, 

singing, Poetry. The female students who participated in the event showcased their thoughts and beliefs on 

women empowerment with creativity. Moreover, the students were involved in the game of “Guess the 

Thing” . This kind of participation raised enthusiasm, zeal and joy in the environment. The faces of the 

participants as well as audience, were filled with amusement and smile. On this occasion, the students of B. 

Pharm. 8th Semester facilitated the female Cleaning Staff of our premises with a gifts and appreciated them 

a words of gesture. At the end of the session, Dr. Vandana Kharb (Head of Department) shared her views 

and motivated women to do something for themselves and addressed the men to support them and respect 

them because they are the one who can actually bring the change in the society. The winners were 

appreciated with a small token of love in the form of prize. It was indeed  a noble day organized by the 

institute which indeed served the aim of empowering female which made them feel appreciated and 

valued. 

 

Auditorium Rangoli 
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Lamp lightening by Female Faculty Members        Durga stuti by Varsha and Satvir (4th sem B.pharmacy) 

 
 
Dance by Khushpreet (BscMLS 2nd sem)          Song sung by Aamir (B.Pharmacy 4th sem) 

 
 
Speech given by Ankita(B.pharma 6th sem)        Students playing game “Guess the Thing” 
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Poetry by Aayush (B.pharmacy 4th sem)              Shayari by Manpreet (B.pharmacy 6th sem) 

 
Poster presentation by Students                                       Prize Distribution  

 
              Fecilitation to the Female Cleaning Staff of the College 
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             Gesture to the female Faculty members by students 

  

Winners for poster making competition were :- 

Name of participant Class / semester Position  

Urvashi  B.pharmacy / 6th sem First  

Diksha B.Pharmacy / 2nd sem Second 

Nancy B.Pharmacy/ 2nd sem Third 

 


